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Chapter 7
Measures of Performance
Reviewing key performance indicators is an important part of any working
S&OP process. Experience suggests a set of standardized measurements
(sometimes called key performance indicators-KPI’s or vital signs) that should be
published during the process, and reviewed at the meetings that make up the
process. Some performance indicators will be reviewed in the early steps of the
S&OP process, but not at the executive meeting. The critical metrics will be
reviewed in the executive meeting.
Vital signs reviewed during the S&OP process:
Measure whether the needs of customers are being met (on-time and in-full).
Measure whether the financial objectives of the business as defined by the
business plan are being met.
Identify problems and then assist in prioritizing problems so they can be solved.
Provide a scorecard for monitoring improvement.
The sales and operations planning system should include capabilities to capture
and report the following:
1. Customer service performance by family and overall
Customer delivery performance (on-time and in-full – OTIF) to request date
Customer delivery performance (on-time and in-full) to promised date
2. Performance to budget (dollars) by family and overall
Latest sales plan vs. budget dollars
Profit projections for year
Inventory versus budget dollars
3. Performance to plan (units) by family
Actual shipments versus plan typically expressed as percentage attainment.
Actual sales versus forecast (some measurement of accuracy or variability)
typically expressed as attainment, percentage error, or mean absolute percentage
error.
Actual supply versus supply plan expressed as percentage attainment, or percent
variability from plan.
Actual inventory versus inventory plan (make-to-stock products) expressed as a
percentage.
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Actual backlog versus backlog plan (make-to-order products) expressed as a
percentage.
The way these are actually reported will vary from company to company. In
nearly every company, the “performance to plan” metrics will be reviewed as
part of the family by family review, so summarizing them to a scorecard is
somewhat redundant. For example, Figure 7 – 1 shows common performance
to plan metrics displayed as part of the S&OP display itself. Metrics on this
make-to-stock example show actual sales to budget, actual sales to plan, actual
production to plan, and actual inventory to plan expressed as a percentage of the
budget or plan for the period. (The formulas used to calculate these metrics are
explained below as part of the general discussion of measurements.)
Figure 7 – 1
S&OP with Typical Performance to Plan Metrics
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Even though some metrics are part of the family by family review, some
companies like to have a summary scorecard that highlights overall and family by
family performance. Often this would be reviewed first during the partnership
and executive meetings. Other companies prefer to have an overall scorecard
(summary statistics only) and a scorecard for each family.
Since in many companies the executive review of the sales and operations plan
itself is “by exception”, not every family will be reviewed in detail. The scorecard
by family is a quick reference to current performance for each family.
In the end, each company needs to decide what kind of reporting makes the
most sense for it. The important thing isn’t the number of reports or displays or
their formats, the important thing is that performance review of the vital signs is
part of the S&OP process.
There may be other key performance indicators that are reviewed in the five step
S&OP process. These additional metrics include:
Actual supply versus MPS or finishing schedule
Schedule stability
Supplier performance
Master production schedule versus supply plan
In some cases, these will be reviewed in the earlier steps and not in the executive
meeting. In cases where executive management considers them critical, they will
be reviewed in the executive meeting as well – or they will be part of the
reference data provided but not formally reviewed.
How to Measure
Generally speaking, any measurement requires a sample, a tolerance, and a
standard. The samples define what data is used for the measurement and may be
taken differently depending upon the specific measurement. In some cases, the
sample used for performance measurement could be based on random selection.
In other cases, the sample could be all of the activities occurring during a specific
period of time. In all of the vital signs described below the sample size covers all
the events or data points during the period of time being measured.
Performance measurements must have reasonable tolerances. For example, ontime performance for a supplier might be defined as “delivered on the due date
plus or minus 1 day and plus or minus five percent of the order quantity. In this case, the
tolerance of “plus or minus 1 day” indicates that an order can be delivered a day
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